MIS 3504
Digital Design and Innovation
Section 1+2
Please sit with your team
Week 14

Presentation Order
Teams
SFF’s
Please logon and do them now
Review Session:
EXAM 3:
James:
Rich:
Project Deliverables
Due --

• **ELECTRONIC SUBMISSIONS** via shared Google drive
  1. Your *scope* document
  2. The working **JIM prototype** (VP File)
  3. The *scenarios* that your prototype represents (in VP File)
  4. Data masters or variables for all data fields on the prototype (in VP File)
  5. Business rules documented in a separate Word document
  6. **Use Cases** that your prototype represents in a separate Word document
  7. JIM Report as a Word Document
  8. Powerpoint Presentation

• **HARDCOPY SUBMISSIONS** delivered to JILLIAN in Speakman 210
  • Your *scope* document
  • **JIM report** on your prototype with all options turned on
  • Your Powerpoint *presentation* (4 Hardcopies – 3 slides per sheet for each submitted the day of your presentation to distribute to reviewers)